
. BLUE for 2021!! .

. INSPIRATION! .

' We delight in the beauty of the butterfly,
but rarely admit the changes it has gone through

to achieve that beauty.' 
Maya Angelou

BLUE... calming, secure, serene, peaceful... how could
we live without this color? This scene is magical,

butterflies illuminated in soft light elevating their beauty.

Cleveland Botanical Garden’s
Glasshouse

Color Psychology of



BLUE

. ART .

This painting by Sergey Levin captures the beauty of
these incredible butterflies. All their intricate patterning

reveals incredible design. Nature is truly high Art!



LINK to Artist - Sergey Levin

. INTERIOR DESIGN .

A Statement in BLUE !
This Space works really well because:

The key accents in this office are the area carpet &
desk chair. Their blue coloration sets the tone.

Notice how the remaining elements maintain a
neutral background creating a calm that is perfect.

With video conferencing so important today it is good
to keep backgrounds professional and not too busy.

The organization of this space supports motivation
and focus that will result in an excellent work day.



. PAPER ART .

This paper sculpture by artist, Gabby O'Connor is titled
"What Lies Beneath" and has made him famous. It is
created of thousands of small paper triangles that are

dyed in shades of blue which imitate an iceberg.

Gabby O'Connor
Work

. PAINTED FURNITURE .



I love the updating of this vintage furniture. Using
textured wallcovering on the drawers and painting them a

great blue provides an entirely new personality!

LINK to Painted Furniture

With my every best wish...



Ariana Dancu's poetry is exquisite. Somehow when I
read her words I think of my life and struggles that I have
encountered and feel stronger because I have survived
them. All the sadness and heartache the human race

endures is the catalyst behind building character. In times
of conflict we focus on what is truly valuable and

ultimately shine a light on our path forward.

Ariana Dancu Poetry

Please stay safe & healthy & strong!
...with my every best wish, Barbara

Here is a LINK to all our past COLOR Messages to YOU!

Archive of COLOR Messages

EMERALD & VIOLET STUDIO
We are all about Art, Color & Design!!!

I am working on creating classes that I will be able to
share with you online, via Zoom or another method. I'll be



in touch as soon as I have it all developed.
Until then take good care, be well & stay healthy!

A LINK to our Website:

Hours:
Currently closed...

Call Barbara at #216.310.0080 with any questions!

Emerald & Violet Studio
9722 Columbia Road, Olmsted Falls 44138

216.310.0080

www.emeraldandvioletstudio.com


